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ABSTRACT
One of the main objectives of data mining as a promising multidisciplinary ¯eld in computer science is to provide a
classi¯cation model to be used for decision support purposes. In the medical imaging domain, mammograms
classi¯cation is a di±cult diagnostic task which calls for development of automated classi¯cation systems. Associative classi¯cation, as a special case of association rules mining, has been adopted in classi¯cation problems for
years. In this paper, an associative classi¯cation framework based on parallel mining of image blocks is proposed to
be used for mammograms discrimination. Indeed, association rules mining is applied to a commonly used mammography image database to classify digital mammograms into three categories, namely normal, benign and malign. In order to do so, ¯rst images are preprocessed and then features are extracted from non-overlapping image
blocks and discretized for rule discovery. Association rules are then discovered through parallel mining of transactional databases which correspond to the image blocks, and ¯nally are used within a unique decision-making
scheme to predict the class of unknown samples. Finally, experiments are conducted to assess the e®ectiveness of the
proposed framework. Results show that the proposed framework proved successful in terms of accuracy, precision,
and recall, and suggest that the framework could be used as the core of any future associative classi¯er to support
mammograms discrimination.
Keywords: Association rules; Image mining; Mammograms classi¯cation; Medical decision making.

INTRODUCTION

databases. In practice, the two primary objectives of
data mining tend to be prediction and description.2
With respect to predictive mining, the aim is to build a
model, expressed as an executable algorithm, which can
be used to perform classi¯cation, prediction, estimation,
or other similar tasks. Since the advent of data mining
technology, many techniques have been proposed to

Data mining, as a promising multidisciplinary ¯eld in
computer science, in its simplest notion refers to
extracting knowledge from large amounts of data.1 The
common practice, hence, is to discover interesting patterns from di®erent information repositories, including
transactional, spatial, time-series, or multimedia
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implement such algorithms. One of these potential
techniques is mining association rules, ¯rst introduced
by Agrawal et al.3 Roughly speaking, an association rule
can be regarded as a relationship of the form X ) Y ,
where X and Y are two separate sets of data items.4
Given a set of transactions T (the transactional database), the association rules mining problem is to discover
all association rules that have a support and a con¯dence
greater than the user-speci¯ed minimum support and
minimum con¯dence.5 In this respect, support is the
percentage of transactions containing both X andY in the
whole transactional database (so can be treated as
the rule coverage), whereas con¯dence is the ratio of the
number of transactions that contain X andY over the
number of transactions that contain X (so sometimes
named as accuracy). The basic a priori algorithm introduced by Agrawal et al.3 has been regarded as the most
conventional association rules mining algorithm. Association rules are really no di®erent from classi¯cation rules
except that the former can predict any attribute, not just
the class, and this gives them the freedom to predict
combinations of attributes too.6 Classi¯cation problems
have adopted association rules for years (associative
classi¯cation). Associative classi¯cation rules are learned
and extracted from the available database in a supervised
fashion. The most suitable rules are then selected to build
an associative classi¯cation model.5 Associative classi¯cation o®ers the following advantages over other classi¯cation rules generation techniques:
.

Training of the classi¯er is generally much faster than
other classi¯cation rules generation techniques such as
decision tree.
. Training sets with high dimensionality can be handled
very e®ectively.
. The resulting classi¯er is expressed as a set of rules
which are easily understandable and simple to apply
to unseen data.7
Association rules have been applied, for example, to texture and image classi¯cation as well as segmentation.811
The statistical and structural information of an image
are embedded in the local intensity variation patterns of
the image regions. Association rules could be used to
identify these frequently occurring patterns in the image
and discover relationships that have signi¯cant discriminative power.
Applications of associative classi¯cation have been
also extended to medical images. These images contain
several correlated features, often addressing the detection of abnormalities, which when mined and exploited
can lead to invaluable discriminative diagnosis.12 For

example, association rules mining has been previously
used to classify CT scan brain images as well as ophthalmologic images, and the use of associative classi¯ers
as an e±cient technique to assist the diagnostic task has
been suggested.1315 The result of such e®orts could be
used to support the development of computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD) systems. These are automated systems
that incorporate techniques such as image mining to
assist the medical sta®.16 The main purpose of CAD is to
increase the accuracy of diagnosis as well as improve the
consistency of image interpretation by using the computer results as a \second opinion". Here a major challenge in employing image mining techniques is to
e®ectively relate low-level features (automatically
extracted from image pixels) to high-level semantics
based on the human perception. This is a research area
that has received considerable attention in recent
years.12,17
In the medical imaging domain, digital mammograms
are among the most di±cult images to be read due to
their low contrast and di®erences in the types of tissues.18 A vast number of mammograms is generated
daily in hospitals and medical centers. Thus, the radiologists have more and more images for manual analysis.
After analyzing a number of images, the process of diagnosis becomes tiresome and consequently becomes
more susceptible to errors. On the other hand, important
visual clues of breast cancer, including preliminary signs
of masses and calci¯cation clusters, are very subtle in the
early stages of breast cancer, making diagnosis di±cult
and challenging even for experts. This is the main reason
for the development of automated classi¯cation systems
to assist medical sta®. Within the literature, much research has been focused on automated classi¯cation
methods, but with all this e®ort, there is still no widely
used method to classify mammograms. This is due to the
fact that the medical domain requires high accuracy,
and especially, the rate of false negatives has to be very
low. In the case of mammography, the technique alone
cannot prove that a suspicious area is malign or benign.17 To determine whether the suspicious area is
malignant, the tissue has to be removed for examination
using breast biopsy techniques. A false-positive detection may cause an unnecessary biopsy. Statistics show
that only 2030% of breast biopsy cases are proved
cancerous. Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is
also widely adopted in the diagnosis of breast cancer,
but the average correct identi¯cation rate of FNAC is
only 90%.11 In a false-negative detection, an actual
tumor that remains undetected could lead to higher
costs or even cost a human life. All these reasons make
the decisions to be made on mammograms di±cult.
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Associative Classi¯cation of Mammograms Based on Parallel Mining of Image Blocks

Automated classi¯cation of mammograms has gradually attracted considerable attention from computer
science practitioners and researchers, especially by those
employing association rules.9,10,1517,19,20 However, no
study has gone through the separate mining of image
blocks, which in turn could improve the performance of
the classi¯er, in particular by reducing the number of
false-negative detections. In the present study, an associative classi¯cation framework based on parallel mining
of non-overlapping image blocks is proposed to be used
for mammograms discrimination. Indeed, association
rules mining is applied to a commonly used mammography image database to classify digital mammograms into
three categories, namely normal, benign and malign. In
order to do so, images are ¯rst preprocessed and then the
features are extracted from non-overlapping image blocks
and discretized for rule discovery. Association rules are
then discovered through parallel mining of transactional
databases, which correspond to the image blocks, and ¯nally are used within a unique decision-making scheme to
predict the class of unknown samples. The experimental
results show that the proposed framework proved successful in mammograms discrimination, incurring an
average accuracy as high as 85%, along with average
precision and recall of 88.80% and 90.20%, respectively.

Background and Related Work
Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers,
causing death among women, especially in developed
countries.21 This type of cancer has the second highest
rate of death among cancers in women, and the chance
of a woman having invasive breast cancer some time
during her life is about one in eight. It is also said that
the chance of dying from breast cancer is about one in
35.20,22 Women with breast cancer in their family are
more susceptible to developing breast cancer. The risk
also increases with age, not having children, and obesity.11,20 Though much less common, breast cancer also
occurs in men.23 Mammography, as a medical imaging
modality, can help the early detection of breast cancer,
thereby increasing patient survival rates. In some cases,
mammography is the ¯rst step in preventing the spread
of cancer through early detection, and in many cases
makes it possible to cure or eliminate the cancer altogether. On the other hand, digital image processing
provides the possibility of e±cient storage, easy image
retrieval and the maintenance of large image databases
for both educational and research purposes.16 This together has provided an opportunity to employ image
mining techniques, such as classi¯cation, for purposes
including the support and development of CAD systems.
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Automated classi¯cation of mammograms has gradually emerged as an appealing domain for the evaluation
of design and implementation of CAD systems, and this
includes studies based on association rules. For example,
previously a new breast mass classi¯cation method
based on quantitative association rule mining has been
developed.19 In another attempt, an associative classi¯cation algorithm to generate atomic rules under high,
self-adaptive con¯dence thresholds and dynamic support thresholds was developed, where an image was
segmented into n  n regions, and 19 features were
extracted from these segments.9 Also, multilevel association rules has been already applied to hierarchically
clustered objects from various images, performing object
based segmentation on the images.10 Recently, association rules have attracted interest as a means to achieve
multiclass discrimination of mammograms. In this respect, a method has been presented to generate suggestions for diagnosis of mammograms, which could be
integrated into a CAD system.16,20,24 In their work, the
authors combined low-level features automatically
extracted from images and high-level knowledge from
experts to search for patterns. Their approach was divided into four main steps: feature extraction, discretization and feature selection, association rule
mining, and generation of diagnosis suggestions. Also,
in another work, a method for the classi¯cation of
mammograms using a unique weighted association-rulebased classi¯er was introduced.12 The method followed
many image processing techniques applied to images,
and then texture components were extracted from image
segments. The extracted continuous features were then
discretized over 10 ¯xed equal-width intervals for rule
discovery, and the association rules were adopted for
classi¯cation.

Problem Statement
A drawback of the works reviewed above is that, after
images are segmented into regions, association mining is
applied to a transactional database built from features
extracted from the segments all together, rather than
mining the image segments separately. Indeed, mapping
the whole mammogram into a single high-dimensional
feature space, hence a single transactional database to
be mined, results in an undesirable performance of the
associative classi¯er in favor of the normal class. Let X
be an abnormal mammogram, segmented into four nonoverlapping blocks, to be categorized by an associative
classi¯er. In most of the abnormal mammograms, the
area of abnormality is presented in a region within one of
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the four image blocks. As a result, in our case, there
would be one image block with the characteristic of
abnormal tissue, whereas the other three image blocks
would be normal. Therefore, X when modeled by a set of
features as a new transactional itemset, triggers a
greater number of associative classi¯cation rules whose
consequents refer to the normal class, despite X being
abnormal. This leads into a false-negative detection,
which in turn suppresses the precision of the classi¯er in
the case of normal samples, something that is undesirable in medical decision-making. To circumvent the
problem, in the present study, an associative classi¯cation framework is proposed to be used for mammograms
discrimination based on parallel mining of non-overlapping image blocks. Experiments are done on a widely
used mammography image database to evaluate the effectiveness of the classi¯er in terms of accuracy, precision and recall. Results show that the proposed
framework proved successful in discriminating mammograms.

The Dataset
The data collection used in our experiments was taken
from the mammography image analysis society (MIAS)
database, which is commonly used for mammograms
classi¯cation.25 There are a total of 330 images from
three classes, namely: normal, benign and malign,
available in the database. Within the images, 64% belong to normal class, 20% to benign, and 16% are those
of malign class. The abnormal cases (i.e. benign and
malign ones) are further divided into six categories:
microcalci¯cation, circumscribed masses, spiculated
masses, ill-de¯ned masses, architectural distortion and
asymmetry. All the images also include the locations of
any abnormalities that may be present. Furthermore,
data in the database consists of the location of the abnormality (like the center of a circle surrounding the
tumor), its radius, breast position (left or right), type of
breast tissues (fatty, fatty-glandular and dense) and
tumor type, if it exists (benign or malign). All the
mammograms are taken from medio-lateral oblique
view.17

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section introduces the building blocks of the
methodology undertaken in the present study. The aim
is to propose a novel associative classi¯cation framework
which can discriminate mammograms e®ectively, in
particular by reducing the number of false negative
detections. As it is shown in Fig. 1, our method is
composed of ¯ve stages, namely image preprocessing,
feature extraction, data transformation, parallel mining
of image blocks and ¯nally associative classi¯cation of
unknown samples. Indeed, images are ¯rst modeled as a
set of transactions, each transaction representing one
image with the features along with the class label. Association rules are then discovered through parallel
mining of transactional databases which correspond to
image blocks, and the results are used within a unique
decision-making scheme to predict the class of unknown
samples.

Fig. 1

Image Preprocessing
This stage corresponds to data preparation, which is
usually involved in practical data mining problems.
Since real-life raw data is often noisy, containing
deliberately inserted identi¯able labels, preprocessing
becomes a necessity prior to feature extraction and rule
discovery. Such artifacts can often lead to redundant
and non-informative rules. Furthermore, data of type
medical images are usually large in terms of pixels, and
most of the image plane consists of homogeneously colored background, which does not provide any diagnostic
information. In our case, we had images in the size of
1024  1024, with partial noise and unwanted background. In addition, these images were scanned at different illumination conditions, and therefore some
images appeared too bright and some were too dark.
Hence, the ¯rst step toward noise removal was to prune

Block diagram of the proposed framework.
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(A)
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Fig. 2 Preprocessing a given right mammogram: (A) raw image; (B) cropped image; (C) enhanced image.

the images by means of the Crop operation, which is a
commonly used tool in image processing. Cropping cuts
the unwanted portions of the image. Thus, we eliminated almost all the background information and most
of the noise. The next step to complete the preprocessing stage was to enhance the cropped images, which
was done in the spatial domain. Image enhancement
helps in qualitative improvement of the image with
respect to a speci¯c application.17 We employed the
Histogram Equalization technique to highlight the
features to be extracted from image blocks. Figure 2
shows the result of image preprocessing for a given
mammogram.

Feature Extraction
In the context of data mining, each individual independent instance is characterized by its values on a ¯xed,
prede¯ned set of features or attributes, which together
constitute the input to the learning method. There are
features whose values are numeric or continuous and
those that are nominal or categorical: In the present
study, we ¯rst segmented each preprocessed image as a
sample into four non-overlapping blocks, referred to as
North West (NW ), North East (NE ), South West (SW )
and South East (SE ), using equal-width approach, as
shown in Fig. 3. This was done in order to scope out the
mammographic regions, something that would also resemble the intuitive association of image blocks to target
classes which usually happens during the examination of
mammograms by an expert. Then, for the normal images, features of all the four segmented blocks were
extracted, whereas for those characterizing an abnormal
mammogram, only features of the abnormal image block
were extracted (e.g. for the mammogram presented in
Fig. 3 only the features extracted from the SE block
(the arrow in the region points to the tumor) were
extracted). The extracted features are four statistical
image parameters: Mean, Variance, Skewness and

Fig. 3 Segmentation of a given right mammogram into four nonoverlapping blocks prior to feature extraction.

Kurtosis, introduced in Table 1. Thereby, each image
block represents a feature vector of the length of four.
After the data transformation stage, the feature vectors
are used in place of the training samples to model them
as transactions.

Table 1.

Texture Features Used to Represent Image Blocks.

Feature Label

Features

F1

Mean

F2

Variance

F3

Skewness

F3

Kurtosis

Formula
P
x
M¼ n
P
ðxMÞ2
Var ¼
n
P

ðxMÞ 3
1
Skew ¼ n 

P
Kurt ¼

1
n



ðxMÞ


4

3

Note: Here x is a pixel value, n is the number of pixels, and  is the
standard deviation.
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Data Transformation
Once the features are extracted, we need to transform
the input data so that it can be used for association rules
mining. Data transformation (engineering the input
data into a form suitable for the learning method) is
commonplace in most of the data mining and machine
learning tasks, before applying a particular technique
to the available data.6 This includes, for example,
normalization, outlier detection, feature selection or
discretization.1 With respect to the latter, some classi¯cation and clustering techniques deal with nominal
attributes only and cannot handle ones measured on a
numeric scale. This applies, for instance, to decision tree
and association rules learners. To use them on general
datasets, numeric attributes must ¯rst be \discretized"
into a small number of distinct ranges. Even methods
that can handle numeric attributes often produce better
results, or work faster, if the attributes are prediscretized. After discretization, interval labels can be used
to replace actual data values. Replacing numerous
values of a continuous attribute by a small number of
interval labels thereby reduces and simpli¯es the
original data. This leads to a concise, easy-to-use,
knowledge-level representation of mining results. But,
here the question arises: what is a good way to discretize
numeric attributes into ranges before any learning takes
place?
When the domain of values in a set of quantitative
attributes is large, an obvious approach will be to ¯rst
partition the values into intervals and then map each
(attribute, interval) pair to a Boolean attribute.26 We can
now use any algorithm for ¯nding Boolean association
rules to ¯nd quantitative association rules. However,
there are two problems with this simple approach when
applied to quantitative attributes: if the intervals are too
large, some rules may not have minimum con¯dence,
which leads to information loss; and if they are too small,
some rules may not have minimum support. In other
words, there is a trade-o® between faster execution time
with fewer intervals, and reducing information loss with
more intervals. We can reduce the information loss by
increasing the number of intervals at the cost of increasing the execution time and potentially generating
many uninteresting rules. The simplest and most used
discretization technique divides the range of observed
attribute values into k equal-sized intervals. In this case,
in a previous study, the optimal number of intervals has
been established, given an arbitrary measure of the
maximum information loss due to the discretization, the
so-called partial completeness.25 In that study, it is
demonstrated that equal-width partitioning (also known

as equal-interval binning) is, in some sense, optimal for
this measure of partial completeness.
In the present study, the continuous feature values
were discretized into k equal-sized intervals, and this
was done for di®erent values of k. Indeed, k was treated
as a free parameter of the association learner in order
to ¯nd the best choice of value for the parameter which
would yield the best result. The training samples for
each feature fi over all the classes were combined to
¯nd the minimum (min fi ) and maximum (max fi )
values of fi . These minimum and maximum values
then were used to discretize the continuous values
of fi into k equal-width intervals. The width of each
interval was calculated using the formula li ¼
ðmax fi  min fi Þ=k. Next, a two-¯eld substitute code
was used to represent values in each bin by means of a
coding paradigm (Fig. 4). Accordingly, item \1403",
for example, represents the third interval of feature
VarSE. As a result, continuous attributes were discretized into intervals, and intervals in turn were
mapped to a numerical code as an item.
Finally, the resultant itemsets were organized in the
form of transactions, which in turn constitute the input
for the association rules mining algorithm. The transactions are of the form fRF1 ; RF2 ; RF3 ; RF4 ; ClassLabelg,
where RFi is a discretized regional feature extracted from
an image block, and ClassLabel is the discrimination of
the image block as normal, benign or malign. The following are samples of transactional itemsets:
103
102
101
505
506
506
904
905

204
201
202
605
605
603
1005
1009

Fig. 4

308 405 1
305 406 10
308 408 100
708 802 1
707 801 10
707 802 100
1107 1201 1
1106 1201 10

Coding paradigm used to obtain itemsets.

Associative Classi¯cation of Mammograms Based on Parallel Mining of Image Blocks

908
1307
1307
1305

1006
1404
1406
1406

1104 1202 100
1506 1602 1
1503 1604 10
1510 1604 100
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Parallel Mining of Image Blocks
Association rules mining aims at ¯nding interesting
relationships in the form of associative rules among sets
of data items, and in a probabilistic sense, shows items
that occur frequently together in a given dataset. The
problem of mining association rules is formally stated as
follows. Let I ¼ fi1 ; i2 ; . . . ; im g be a set of items. Let T
be a set of transactions, where each transaction t is a set
of items such that t  I. A transaction t contains X, a
set of some items in I, if X  I. An association rule is an
implication of the form X ) Y where X  I, Y  I, and
X \ Y ¼ Ø. The rule X ) Y holds in T with con¯dence
C if the fraction of transactions that also contain Y in
those which contain X in T is C. The rule X ) Y has
support S in T if the fraction of transactions in T that
contain X [ Y is S. Given a set of transactions T, the
problem of mining association rules is to generate all
association rules that have support and con¯dence no
less than the user-speci¯ed minimum support and minimum con¯dence, respectively. Once frequent itemsets
are obtained, it is straightforward to generate association rules with con¯dence no less than minimum con¯dence. Hence, association rules mining is normally a
two-step process, where in the ¯rst step frequent itemsets are discovered (i.e. itemsets whose support is no less
than minimum support) and in the second step association rules are derived from the frequent itemsets. The a
priori algorithm, ¯rst introduced by Agrawal et al.,3 is the
most common algorithm that is designed to implement
association rules mining in a large database. The a priori
algorithm works iteratively. It ¯rst ¯nds the set of large
one-itemsets, and then set of two-itemsets, and so on.3
In many applications, the primary problem in using
association rules mining concerns using global minimum
support. Rare items will not be included in the frequent
sets because it will not hold enough support. One solution is to have a very small support threshold; however,
we will end up with a very large number of frequent
itemsets, which is computationally hard to handle.
Therefore, specifying multiple thresholds may allow rare
transactions, which might be very important, to be included in the frequent itemsets. Other issues might arise,
depending on the application itself.27 In the case of
mining mammography image database, for example,
two data organizations has been proposed, which could
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be used during the mining process.19 The ¯rst one, called
association rule-based classi¯cation with all categories
(ARB-AC), is applied when the rules are extracted from
the entire training set at once. In this approach, all the
transactions in the database form a single training set,
and the rules generated are de facto the classier. In the
second organization, on the other hand, mining is done
based on the data classes instead of the entire dataset
at once i.e. each class is considered as a separate training
set and the mining algorithm is applied to it. So,
this data organization is referred to as association
rule-based classi¯cation by category (ARB-BC). However, the ¯rst organization, when applied to a medical
image database such as Mammography Image Analysis
Society (MIAS), su®ers from the very small relative
number of abnormal training samples in contrast with
the normals, since normal observations always occur
more frequently in the real world. Therefore, no or very
small number of frequent patterns belonging to abnormal
classes would be discovered as the result of mining unbalanced data. Also, it has been reported that in the case
of the mammography image database, the classi¯cation
accuracy reached when ARC-BC is used is higher than the
one obtained when the training set was mined at once
using ARC-AC, which shows the importance of data organization in the case of mining medical images.17
In our approach, we used the a priori algorithm in
order to discover association rules among the data items
extracted from the mammograms and the class to which
each mammogram belongs. In order to do so, we ¯rst organized the itemsets as the modular transactional databases depicted in Fig. 5. In this new type of data
organization, we took advantage of ARB-BC association
mining. As it is shown in Fig. 5, classi¯cation rules for
image blocks are discovered through parallel mining of
their corresponding transactional databases. During this
mining process, the association rules were explored by
setting the minimum support at 25% for abnormal
transactions and 10% in the case of normal transactions.
Since association mining was applied by class categories
separately, con¯dence for the discovered rules would be
100%. Also we constrained the association rules such that
the antecedent of the rules is composed of a conjunction of
data items from the mammogram, while the consequent
of the rule is always the class to which the mammogram
belongs. In other words, a rule would describe a frequent
set of data items per class based on the a priori algorithm.
The following are some sample discovered rules:
306
406
306

!1 Sup¼26.59% Conf¼100%
!10 Sup¼40% Conf¼100%
!100 Sup¼38.47% Conf¼100%
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Fig. 5

802
707
604
906
1107
1110
1306
1506

Parallel mining of transactional databases obtained from image blocks.

!1 Sup¼45.57% Conf¼100%
801 !10 Sup¼33.34% Conf¼100%
802 !100 Sup¼33.34% Conf¼100%
1107 1201 !1 Sup¼11.40% Conf¼100%
1201 !10 Sup¼40% Conf¼100%
1203 !100 Sup¼28.58% Conf¼100%
1506 !1 Sup¼11.40% Conf¼100%
1605 !100 Sup¼28.58% Conf¼100%

Our framework was applied once to the left mammograms and once to the right mammograms in each
training session, and the classi¯cation rules obtained
each time were used to predict the class of test samples.

RESULTS
Associative Classi¯cation of
Unknown Samples
In this section, classi¯cation of test samples is described,
where association rules generated and stored previously
are analyzed within a decision-making scheme to make
the ¯nal predictions. The general idea behind the decision-making scheme is to search for the class of a new
image in a sequence which is governed by the association
rules obtained for each image block, as it is shown
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Decision-making scheme employed to predict the class of unknown samples.
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Association classi¯cation is a special case of association rule mining in which only the class attribute is
considered in the rule's consequent. Methods of associative classi¯cation di®er primarily in the approach
used for frequent itemset mining, and in how the derived
rules are analyzed and used for classi¯cation.1 There are
various methods for associative classi¯cation, including
classi¯cation-based association (CBA) and classi¯cation
based on multiple association rules (CMAR). However,
a solution for classifying a new transaction is to attach
the class that has the most rules matching this new
transaction, or the class associated with the ¯rst high
ranked rule that applies to the new sample.17 In our
approach, we used the former strategy to predict the
class of unknown samples. Suppose that we are given an
image X to be classi¯ed by the system (Fig. 6). First
features are extracted and a transaction of data items
are created as discussed before. Then, each itemset
representing one of the four image blocks is sent to the
corresponding set of classi¯cation rules to be labeled as
normal, benign or malign. Here, the classi¯cation process counts the number of rules that satisfy or match the
itemset, and then assigns a label according to the class
with the most number of matched rules. Finally, the
classi¯cation results are included in a decision list and
used to make the ¯nal prediction. If all the image blocks
were categorized as normal, then the image X is classi¯ed as normal. However, if at least one of the image
blocks was recognized as malign, the image would be
classi¯ed as malign. Otherwise, X is predicted to be benign. In cases where no rule matches the test image
condition or an equal number of rules are ¯red, the
classi¯cation process, and hence the prediction, result in
inconclusive recognition. Therefore, in the fashion described above, the learned classi¯cation rules are used
within a decision making scheme which together construct the classi¯cation model.

System Evaluation
In applications such as medical images classi¯cation, the
real problem occurs when there is no vast supply of data
available to be used for system evaluation. Therefore,
the problem becomes how to make use of a dataset with
a limited number of observations in its best way. One
way to tackle the problem is that a certain amount of
data is held over for testing 

 so-called holdout procedure 

 and the remainder is used for training (and, if
necessary, part of that is set aside for validation).6 In
this case, the estimate of the classi¯er accuracy is pessimistic because only a portion of the initial data is used
to derive the model. Hence, random subsampling is
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usually adopted as variation of the holdout method, in
which the holdout method is repeated n times. The
overall accuracy estimate is then taken as the average of
the accuracies obtained from iterations. In our study, we
employed the same technique to assess the accuracy of
the proposed associative classi¯er. We divided the
dataset into ¯ve partitions to perform the experiments,
once on the left mammograms and once on the right
mammograms. For each partition, we selected about
86% of the dataset for training and the rest for testing.
During each training/testing session, a ¯xed value was
chosen for the associative learner parameter k. This was
done by starting from four and continuing such that the
value was increased by one for the next session, until no
rules were extracted for a target class. Finally, the
results for the best case were reported. Table 2 shows the
results obtained using our framework for each dataset
partition, along with the value of k for which the best
recognition rate was achieved and the number of
extracted rules from image blocks. Based on the results,
the recognition rate for the associative classi¯er was
85.06% in the case of right mammograms and 79.67% for
the left mammograms on average.
We also present precision and recall graphs in Fig. 7
to show that both false-positive and false-negative
detections are low for normal cases, which is very desirable in medical decision-making. The values for precision and recall are given by:
Precision ¼

TP
TP þ FP

Recall ¼

TP
TP þ FN

and

In this case, TP ¼ images which are normal and are
labeled normal by the classi¯er; FP ¼ images which are
abnormal, but are labeled normal; and FN ¼ images
which are normal, but are labeled abnormal. Figure 7
shows the obtained values for precision and recall over
the ¯ve dataset partitions for both left and right mammograms. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the values are
fairly high for all training/testing sessions.

Results Interpretation
This section aims to look at the results obtained in our
study and to accentuate the primary factors which play
signi¯cant roles in our proposed framework, and hence
deserve more consideration when the problem is applying associative classi¯cation to medical images. First,
the results presented in Table 2 illustrate the important
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Table 2. Results Obtained by Applying the Proposed Framework to Di®erent Dataset
Partitions in the Case of: (A) Left Mammograms, (B) Right Mammograms.
(A)
No. of Rules Extracted from Image Blocks
Dataset Partition

k

Recognition Rate%

NW

NE

SW

SE

1
2
3
4
5

12
6
12
10
11

84.62
65.22
67
62
89.48

31
52
29
37
32

29
55
29
39
26

28
47
28
28
34

30
56
30
33
30

(B)
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No. of Rules Extracted from Image Blocks
Dataset Partition

k

Recognition Rate%

NW

NE

SW

SE

1
2
3
4
5

10
9
9
9
9

84.64
78.27
91.31
76.93
94.45

23
23
25
25
26

34
34
34
42
34

56
53
51
57
52

28
34
32
34
35

decrease as the discretization becomes narrower by
selecting a greater value for k. Second, we noticed in our
study that the choice of appropriate value for the support threshold can also have a signi¯cant e®ect on the
accuracy of the associative classi¯er. In our case, we
concluded to the values of 10% for mining normal image
blocks and 25% for abnormal ones. However, it might be

role of discretization in developing associative image
classi¯ers which employ continuous features, and to be
exact, the suitable choice of value for discretization parameter k. Also one can infer from the results that the
number of extracted rules depends on the value chosen
for this parameter. It was observed during the experiments that the number of mined rules generally tends to

(A)

(B)
Fig. 7 Precision and recall graphs for: (A) left mammograms; (B) right mammograms.
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possible to devise an algorithm to help us to ¯nd an
optimum threshold value to be used during the mining
process.7 The two primary factors introduced earlier
demonstrate that successful data mining involves far
more than selecting a particular technique and applying
it to the available data. Many learning methods have
various parameters for which suitable values must be
chosen.6 In most cases, results can be improved
markedly by suitable choice of parameter values, and
the appropriate choice depends on the data at hand.
Finally, it was revealed during our experiments that
proper data organization, block-based mining of images
and decision-making scheme by which the ¯nal predictions are made could improve the performance of the
classi¯er, in particular with respect to precision and
recall. The decision-making scheme could be chosen
from a range of decision-making strategies, but it should
have a high level of meaningfulness from the medical
point of view. In our study, we managed to predict the
class of unknown samples through parallel mining of
image blocks and providing a scheme that models the
intuitive associations which usually happen during examination of mammograms by an expert. Together,
they had a signi¯cant e®ect on improving the performance of the classi¯er. However, extensions are needed
in order to approach to a more concrete model which
would yield better results. The next section summarizes
some of the future possibilities that could re¯ne the
proposed associative classi¯cation framework.
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transformation e®ectively, which uses a ¯xed value for
the discretization parameter. It is worth pointing out
that discretized intervals of the same size can imply the
loss of signi¯cant information to mine rules with high
support and con¯dence. Equal-interval binning often
distributes instances very unevenly: some bins contain
many instances, and others contain none. This can seriously impair the ability of the attribute to help
building good decision structures. Hence, future work
includes developing an algorithm to handle the discretization process in its best way. Further studies can
also be made with respect to the decision-making
scheme to include an incremental modi¯cation to the
rule extraction or ¯ring. Indeed, the classi¯cation rules
require modi¯cation so that the associative classi¯er
could be adjusted in the case of misclassi¯cations. This
is mostly needed to tackle the uncertainty involved in
the classi¯cation task. One reason that makes uncertainty appear in the prediction is imperfections which
exist in raw input data needed for knowledge discovery, something that is inherent in medical images. One
way to confront the problem could be introducing some
hybridization of the proposed framework with a soft
computing method. Additionally, extraction of more
meaningful textural features could help in the discovery of more speci¯c rules in terms of between-class
separability.
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